Dreaming of Amerika

By Gabe Kubichek

His is a vivid recount of childhood in Depression Era Hungary coming of age during The Second World War, and his adult eyewitness to the dawn of Hungarian Revolution in 1956. The narrative is strikingly present, relating events as if they occurred last week. Kubichek takes us inside a changing society and illustrates the daily fear of German occupation, Russian advance, and Communist control. Woven throughout is Kubichek's perseverance to come to America, sparked initially by his entrancement with tales of cowboys and gold mines he heard from older brothers Vili and Matt. The course his life takes is guided by the zeal to journey to the nation of freedom in the West. An obstacle confronted Kubichek's dream - his father had joined the Fascist Party as a means of securing employment. This fact stigmatized young Gabe, and government knowledge of it thwarted his efforts in education and the military. Striving still for as full a life as possible, he learns, loves, and lives the best he can. There is important history here, particularly the accounts of the bloody uprising of October 1956, and the author's covert activity in Vietnam after he earned American citizenship. Dreaming of Amerika is at once entertaining and inspirational, a quest for freedom through the eyes of one who did not take it for granted.

"The style of presenting the story is highly appealing, yet simple and clear at the same time, showing that Gabe is able to achieve his goal, that is, to inform readers about the turbulent event he witnessed and entertain them as well... Dreaming of Amerika is undoubtedly a good story that has also get historic value and will satisfy the demanding reader." - Midwest Book Review

Gabe G. Kubichek was born in 1933, in Gödöllő, about twenty miles northeast of Budapest, Hungary. Gabe grew up during the Depression and World War II in Hungary, and came of age during takeover by a brutal communist regime. While in the Hungarian Army he leaked military information to US intelligence. He was never caught. Kubichek was involved in the Hungarian Revolution of 1956 and witnessed the massacre of several hundred innocent people by the AVO, the feared Hungarian secret police. After the Russians crushed the Revolution, Kubichek fled to Canada with his brother Matt and became an American citizen in 1970. Gabe is a member of the American Hungarian Federation.
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